
Darley
NEW for 2020 at Dalham Hall Stud.

Dubawi’s spectacular European Champion juvenile – and Timeform’s 
top-rated three-year-old, too. Won the G1 Dewhurst beating winners of the
Commonwealth Cup and Derby – earning a higher race rating than Frankel. 

Unbeaten at two, then won the G1 Sussex and G1 Jean Prat 
at three. Out of three-time G1 winner Dar Re Mi and the 
fastest in the stallion-making family of Darshaan. 
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Well said, Martin

Thank you for publishing the superb essay by Martin Trew

in the October edition of the Kingsley Klarion.

Having written on these subjects myself, in the days

when I still went racing and hoped that it might not,

inevitably, “become a branch of the entertainment

industry”, I naturally agree with every word (in fact my sole

point of disagreement is that I think the misdirected hard

sell began not 20 years ago but 25, when it was decided to

run the Derby on a Saturday). 

But the elegance and cogency with which Martin Trew

makes his case might, I hope, persuade some of the

undecided. As he says, and as the evidence proves, there is

no “broader audience” waiting to be brought into the

metaphorical enclosure. The hard sell isn't working. A small

example: I asked a few friends recently and, despite the

near-maniacal hype, just one of them had heard of Enable. 

In my race-going days I had dutifully taken some of

these people with me in the hope of making converts, but

none of them ever went back; to be honest they were

amazed, and a bit appalled, by how drunk everybody was.

The rabble-rousing atmosphere was not what they had

expected. 

And no, this is not about elitism, that tired accusation

thrown by the modernisers. It is about the priceless quality

of mystique, which racing had, which is now being

squandered in quest of a slightly bigger crowd at meetings

that were already extremely popular (stag parties don't go to

Southwell on a Wednesday), and which, once lost, is very

hard indeed to rediscover. 

Laura Thompson
Richmond, London

***********

So glad I joined

Last September, while walking on Middleham Moor with

my wife and dog Clyde. I was in awe of the great horses out

training, plus the view of the Johnston yards and operation

from above.

I have always had an interest in horseracing as a sport, so

that evening I checked out the johnston.racing website,

purely out of interest. I then saw that there was still a slot to

join the Kingsley Park partnership KP14. Am I glad I did?

This season has been great for good old Rose of Kildare,

she has been so much fun to watch and follow. As I am still

working full-time, I have only managed to get to two live

races, but that aside, she is a delight to be involved with.

If the two boys, Mesmeric and Artillery, come out

anywhere near this level, we have lots to look forward to,

and who knows what the three-year-old season holds for

Rose? Well done to team Johnston on a fabulous find

indeed, and I am sure that the other partners are chuffed to

bits too. 

Claire Short, the partnerships secretary, has been so

helpful in welcoming me as this is my first partnership, and

I am really looking forward to next season already.

Alan Park, KP 14
Grantham, Lincs

************

Oh, what a night!

What a night to be at the races on my doorstep at Kempton

Park on October 28!  

I loved every second of it. A great night for the KP11

syndicate, being able to provide Mark and his team with the

winner that broke the record for most winners trained in a

year. Although my wife and I have been involved in a number

of syndicates over the past 15 years, this was the first time we

had actually been there in the flesh to witness one of our

horses winning, and what a thrill it was.  

I have to confess that a furlong from home I thought

Bavardages was about to be swallowed up but, true to the

stable’s "Always Trying" motto, he pulled out more when

needed.  

Congratulations to all the team on breaking the record. We

always knew you were the tops and that's why we joined a

syndicate with a yard that’s almost 300 miles from home!

Best wishes to all.

Allen Collier, KP 11
Banstead, Surrey

***********

Klarion Down Under

The October issue of the Klarion was one of the very best I

have seen, with every page providing a most informative

read, and through it I learned a lot more about the UK

racing industry.

I loved the piece about Mark’s horse Red; the well-

researched and written Jane Knight letter; the James

Willoughby "Frankel" paper; and Martin Trew's thought-

provoking article, much of which, I am afraid, can be

applied to Australasian racing. The summary of the 14 KP

partnerships, all winners with a range from 1 up to13 wins,

was further testament to the Johnston training prowess,

while John Scanlon's column was, as usual, good sense.

And from vet John Martin's column I discovered more

about wolf teeth than I was previously aware!

Congratulations to Johnston Racing in breaking through

the £5 million prize-money barrier and passing the 200-

mark for annual winners in record time. And

congratulations to all concerned in producing the Klarion. I

eagerly await my next edition.

John Stretton
Murwillumbah, New South Wales, 
Australia
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